T-DNA insertion mutants have become a valuable resource for studies of gene function in Arabidopsis. In the course of both forward and reverse genetic projects, we have identified novel interchromosomal rearrangements in two Arabidopsis T-DNA insertion lines. Both rearrangements were unilateral translocations associated with the left borders of T-DNA inserts that exhibited normal Mendelian segregation. In one study, we characterized the embryo-defective88 mutation. Although emb88 had been mapped to chromosome I, molecular analysis of DNA adjacent to the T-DNA left border revealed sequence from chromosome V. Simple sequence length polymorphism mapping of the T-DNA insertion demonstrated that a Ͼ40-kbp region of chromosome V had inserted with the T-DNA into the emb88 locus on chromosome I. A similar scenario was observed with a prospective T-DNA knockout allele of the LIGHT-REGULATED RECEPTOR PROTEIN KINASE (LRRPK) gene. Whereas wild-type LRRPK is on lower chromosome IV, mapping of the T-DNA localized the disrupted LRRPK allele to chromosome V. In both these cases, the sequence of a single T-DNA-flanking region did not provide an accurate picture of DNA disruption because flanking sequences had duplicated and inserted, with the T-DNA, into other chromosomal locations. Our results indicate that T-DNA insertion lines-even those that exhibit straightforward genetic behavior-may contain an unexpectedly high frequency of rearrangements. Such duplication/translocations can interfere with reverse genetic analyses and provide misleading information about the molecular basis of mutant phenotypes. Simple mapping and polymerase chain reaction methods for detecting such rearrangements should be included as a standard step in T-DNA mutant analysis.
The ability of Agrobacterium tumefaciens to genetically transform host cells has revolutionized plant biology and helped to usher in the era of plant functional genomics and biotechnology. In nature, A. tumefaciens induces crown galls by transferring a portion of the tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmid into the nucleus of plant cells (Van Larebeke et al., 1975) . A region of the Ti plasmid, the T-DNA, encodes functions that induce gall formation. Upon infection, the T-DNA is transferred into host cells and inserts into the nuclear genome. Two short regions on the ends of the T-DNA, known as the left border (LB) and right border (RB), are necessary for the transfer of the T-DNA into the nucleus and for subsequent integration (for review, see Gordon, 1998) . Proteins essential for T-DNA transfer and host integration are encoded by the vir operon elsewhere on the Ti plasmid; their identities and functions have been reviewed by Zambryski et al. (1989) . A definitive model for T-DNA integration has not yet been established, but likely involves regions of microhomology between the T-DNA borders and the plant genome and possibly occurs by illegitimate recombination (Gheysen et al., 1991) . Host DNA repair mechanisms may be recruited to assist in integration (Tinland, 1996 , Nacry et al., 1998 . T-DNA appears to insert randomly within the genome (Thomas et al., 1994 ; for review, see Azpiroz-Leehan and Feldmann, 1997) although some bias for transcribed regions has been suggested (Tinland, 1996) .
T-DNA has proven to be a valuable vector for making transgenic plants, with two different kinds of applications. The placement of intact genes and selectable markers such as the neomycin phosphotransferase gene, providing kanamycin resistance, between the LB and RB of the Ti plasmid, has enabled the engineering of plants expressing exogenous or modified genes. T-DNAs with selectable marker genes and plasmid-based origins of replication have also been very useful as an insertional mutagen. Hundreds of mutants have been characterized and the disrupted genes isolated using forward genetic strategies based on T-DNA mutagenesis (Koncz et al., 1992; Azpiroz-Leehan and Feldmann, 1997) . Further modifications of T-DNA have allowed additional approaches for assessing gene function, such as enhancer and promoter trapping (Topping and Lindsey, 1997; Lindsey et al., 1998; Campisi et al., 1999) as well as activation tagging (Weigel et al., 2000) .
T-DNA mutagenesis has also provided strategies for investigating gene function through genomics approaches. The most common strategy is a reverse genetics approach that utilizes PCR with oligonucleotide primers derived from a gene of interest to isolate T-DNA insertion alleles from populations of mutagenized plants (for review, see Krysan et al., 1999) . Two other genomic approaches used on large collections of insertion lines include large-scale sequencing of flanking DNA from T-DNA populations, and sequence tagging projects in which mutants of a phenotypic class are identified from tagged populations and then sequences are obtained from the insertion sites from that class of mutants.
Despite its utility as an insertion mutagen and gene tag, T-DNA mutagenesis has some shortcomings. Several types of genetic anomalies have been documented in transformants of Arabidopsis following T-DNA mutagenesis. These range from base substitutions and minor additions and deletions (Negruk et al., 1996; Noguchi et al., 1999) , to major chromosomal translocations (Castle et al., 1993) . Truncated, tandem, and multiple T-DNA inserts are also common in T-DNA mutagenized populations (Castle et al., 1993) . Several such cases have been characterized in some detail, with the hope that they can provide clues to the molecular mechanisms of T-DNA integration (e.g. Gheysen et al., 1991; De Neve et al., 1997; De Buck et al., 1999) . Minor chromosomal rearrangements have also been observed at T-DNA integration sites. For example, Ohba et al. (1995) observed multiple duplications of short (Ͻ20 bp) sequences adjacent to inserts in tobacco, and Gheysen et al. (1991) identified DNA of unknown origin in T-DNA junctions analyzed by Southern blot. Two detailed studies recently documented large chromosomal rearrangements associated with T-DNA integration (Nacry et al., 1998; Laufs et al., 1999) . In both of these cases, transformants contained multiple inserts, and rearrangements were apparently caused by interaction between different T-DNAs that had integrated at separate sites.
Here, we describe two examples of a novel type of T-DNA-associated inter-chromosomal rearrangement, identified in the course of both forward and reverse genetic analyses. In both cases, the transformants contain single inserts and display straightforward genetics with regard to T-DNA segregation, but sequences from loci unlinked to the insertion site flank the T-DNA LB. In one case, the T-DNA and adjacent translocated sequences have inserted into an essential gene, resulting in an embryodefective phenotype. Our results demonstrate that major, internal chromosomal translocations may be associated with single T-DNA inserts, and that duplication of translocated sequences may accompany such rearrangements. The implications of such chromosomal rearrangements for functional genomic strategies employing T-DNA mutagenesis are discussed.
RESULTS

Molecular Characterization of the emb88 T-DNA Insertion
Embryo-defective88 (emb88) is a recessive T-DNA insertion mutant that displays arrested morphogenesis and embryo lethality prior to seed maturation (Meinke, 1994 (Meinke, , 1995 . As one of a large collection of Arabidopsis embryo-defective mutants generated by T-DNA insertion mutagenesis (Meinke, 1994 (Meinke, , 1995 , emb88 has been thoroughly characterized at the genetic level. The mutation has been mapped to 42 centimorgans (cM) on chromosome I, showing clear linkage to visible phenotypic markers near that location (Meinke 1994; Franzmann et al., 1995;  linkage data available at http://mutants.lse.okstate.edu/). The emb88 line contains a single functional T-DNA insert that is tightly linked to the embryo-lethal phenotype, as demonstrated by cosegregation of the emb88 mutation with T-DNA-encoded kanamycin resistance and nopaline synthase activity (Errampalli et al., 1991; Castle et al., 1993) . Genomic Southern blotting experiments with probes corresponding to the T-DNA LB, RB, and internal PBR322 sequences have confirmed the presence of a single T-DNA in emb88 and indicated the T-DNA had integrated at the emb88 locus as a simple, intact insert (Castle et al., 1993) .
To investigate the molecular basis of the emb88 mutant phenotype, we characterized genomic DNA flanking the T-DNA LB, which had been isolated by plasmid rescue (Castle et al., 1993) . A 1.6-kb (kbp) EcoRI fragment containing genomic flanking sequence was subcloned from rescued genomic DNA and sequenced. A diagram of this cloned fragment is shown in Figure 1A . The rescued fragment contained the LB of the T-DNA, 23 bases of "filler" sequence (a common feature of LB-flanking DNA; Gheysen et al., 1991; De Buck et al., 1999) , the 3Ј end of a gene encoding the C terminus of a novel Arabidopsis LRR protein (to be described in detail elsewhere), and 1,257 bp of unique sequence downstream of the LRR coding region. We characterized the corresponding WT allele of this DNA by isolating and sequencing three WT -genomic clones containing the rescued sequence. These clones all contained a 2.3-kbp EcoRI fragment consisting of the rescued LB sequence, plus an additional approximately 750 bp of the LRR gene (Fig. 1B) . The putative T-DNA insertion site was identified within an open reading frame that constituted the 3Ј-most exon of this gene.
The presence of T-DNA LB sequence in the rescued 1.6-kbp EcoRI fragment indicated that this DNA lies adjacent to the emb88 T-DNA insert. To further confirm this, we carried out genomic Southern blots on DNA isolated from emb88 heterozygotes and from WT Arabidopsis, using the rescued LB-flanking DNA as a probe. The rescued LB sequence hybridized to a single band in WT DNA ( Fig. 2A) . As expected, the size of this band in EcoRI-digested DNA corresponded to that of the 2.3-kbp EcoRI fragment present in the WT genomic clones. In DNA isolated from emb88 heterozygotes, the rescued LB-flanking region probe detected the WT band plus a polymorphic band representing the mutant allele ( Fig. 2A) . In heterozygote DNA digested with EcoRI, the size of the polymorphic fragment corresponded to the size of the EcoRI fragment rescued from the mutant line (approximately 1.6 kbp). These data, together with the previous results establishing the presence of a single T-DNA insert in emb88, established that the cloned genomic flanking DNA was that disrupted by the emb88 T-DNA insert.
If rescued LB-flanking DNA represented one portion of a gene disrupted by simple T-DNA insertion, then the region on the other side of the putative T-DNA insertion site should also be disrupted in emb88 heterozygotes. To test this, we probed genomic Southern blots with the WT LRR gene sequence predicted to be on the immediate right flank of the putative T-DNA insertion site (see Fig. 1B ). Surprisingly, this sequence appeared to be intact in DNA from emb88 heterozygotes, showing no evidence of adjacent T-DNA insertion (Fig. 2B ). This indicated that the predicted 5Ј region of the LRR gene was actually not present on the T-DNA RB; apparently the emb88 T-DNA did not incorporate as a straightforward insertion event. As more information from the Arabidopsis genome project became available in GenBank, further sequence characterization of the LB-flanking regions also yielded unexpected results. Database searches indicated that the rescued LBflanking sequences, including the LRR gene and downstream extragenic sequence, aligned unambiguously with P1 clone MJJ3 from chromosome V (Sato et al., 1997) . Sequence identity was Ͼ99.9% over 1,523 bp, with only a single base mismatch, which we attributed to the ecotype difference between our Wassilewskija-2 (Ws-2)-derived gene and the Columbia (Co)-derived MJJ3 sequence. Furthermore, our rescued LB and WT clones hybridized at high stringency to bacteria artificial chromosomes (BACs) that map to chromosome V (data not shown). The rescued DNA and the corresponding WT clones showed no comparable alignment to any other Arabidopsis sequences present in GenBank, a result consistent with our genomic Southern blots, which indicated that this sequence was present in single copy in the WT genome ( Fig. 2A) . Thus, despite the thoroughly established linkage of the T-DNA to the emb88 pheno- Southern-blot analysis of genomic DNA from emb88 heterozygotes and WT. A, LB-flanking probe detected a T-DNAassociated polymorphism in emb88 heterozygotes. Genomic DNA isolated from emb88 heterozygotes (H) or WT Arabidopsis (WT) was digested with EcoRI or HinDIII, resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis, Southern blotted, and probed with the 1.6-kbp EcoRI fragment rescued from the T-DNA LB of the emb88 mutant. Arrows indicate positions of bands corresponding to the disrupted allele, in lanes containing DNA from heterozygotes. B, Sequences on the prospective T-DNA RB were not disrupted in emb88 heterozygotes. A genomic Southern blot identical to that shown in A was probed with a 250-bp genomic fragment that lies on the "right" side of the prospective T-DNA insertion site, immediately adjacent to the rescued LB sequence in WT DNA ("probe B," in Fig. 1B ). This blot was probed at medium stringency in an effort to detect a disrupted allele in heterozygotes (see "Materials and Methods"). High-resolution scans of autoradiographs are shown.
type, and the mapping of the emb88 mutation to chromosome I, the DNA adjacent to the LB of the emb88 T-DNA appeared to originate from chromosome V.
The sequence alignments and genomic Southern blots suggested a scenario in which a portion of chromosome V had inserted on the T-DNA LB at the emb88 locus in chromosome I. To investigate this possibility, we mapped the emb88 T-DNA insert using molecular markers. Emb88 heterozygotes (ecotype Ws-2) were crossed to plants of the Landsberg erecta (Ler) ecotype. F 1 progeny segregating for the emb88 mutation were identified by their kanamycin resistance, and their identity was confirmed by scoring for the characteristic emb phenotype (production of 25% defective seeds following self-fertilization). Viable F 2 progeny from these F 1 heterozygotes were then analyzed for segregation of simple sequence length polymorphism (SSLP) markers AthS0392 and nga158. These markers were chosen due to their proximity to regions of interest on chromosomes I and V: AthS0392 is located on chromosome I within approximately 3 cM of the genetically mapped emb88 locus, whereas nga158 is located on chromosome V only approximately 40 kbp (Ͻ1 cM) downstream of the LRR gene identified in our cloned LB sequence (Bell and Ecker, 1994; Sato et al., 1997) . We made specific predictions regarding the segregation of each these markers in kanamycin-resistant and kanamycin-sensitive F 2 progeny, then determined the SSLP genotypes of F 2 seedlings germinated on media containing kanamycin. Predictions and results of SSLP analysis are summarized in Table I . Consistent with previous genetic analysis of emb88 (Castle et al., 1993; Franzmann et al., 1995) , these experiments demonstrated that the emb88 phenotype and T-DNA insertion map to chromosome I near the AthS0392 SSLP marker. However, the T-DNA also appeared linked to a copy of the nga158 marker because all kanamycinresistant F 2 plants also contained a Ws-2 allele of this SSLP. Thus, a large (Ն40 kbp) fragment of Ws chro- a Experimental strategy. Ws plants heterozygous for the emb88 mutation (and thus hemizygous for the T-DNA) were crossed to wild-type Ler plants. F1 emb88 heterozygotes were identified by both kanamycin resistance and segregation of the embryo-defective phenotype following self-fertilization. F 2 progeny of selfed F 1 heterozygotes were analyzed for SSLP marker segregation. Specific segregation predictions are given for each SSLP marker in kanamycin-resistant (kan R ) or kanamycin-sensitive (kan S ) F 2 seedlings, as indicated. Predictions are explained in more detail in footnotes c through e below.
b SSLP markers were chosen based on close proximity to the previously mapped emb88 mutation and T-DNA insertion site in chromosome I, or to the cloned flanking sequence site of origin in chromosome V. The AthS0392 SSLP marker maps to 44.6 cM on chromosome I, Ͻ3 cM from the emb88 locus (Franzmann et al., 1994; Meinke, 1995) . nga158 is at 18 cM on chromosome V, only ϳ40 kB (Ͻ1 cM) from the cloned LB-flanking sequence (Sato et al., 1997) .
c A marker unlinked to the T-DNA should segregate independently of the T-DNA within the kan R or kan S F 2 populations. Thus, ϳ25% of F 2 plants should be homozygous for an SSLP marker unlinked to the T-DNA. Deviation from this indicates linkage.
d Homozygosity for the emb88 T-DNA insertion is embryo lethal, and the T-DNA is in Ws. Thus, viable F 2 progeny (kan R or kan S ) should not be homozygous for the Ws allele of a marker closely linked to the T-DNA insertion; F 2 s should contain a Ler allele of such a marker. A small number of recombinants (Ͻ3% for AtS0392; Ͻ1% for nga158) containing only the WS allele of a T-DNA-linked marker might be found among the viable F 2 population.
e The kanamycin resistance phenotype imparted by the T-DNA is dominant, and the T-DNA is in Ws. Thus, kan S plants should not contain the Ws allele of a marker closely linked to the T-DNA insertion; they should be homozygous for the Ler allele of such a marker. A small number of recombinants (Ͻ3%) containing the Ws allele of a T-DNA-linked marker might be found among the F 2 kan S population.
mosome V, containing the nga158 marker, is linked to the T-DNA in emb88 chromosome I. Although a copy of Ws nga158 was linked to the emb88 T-DNA, it was clear that an additional copy of this marker was also segregating independently of the lethal T-DNA insertion because a large number of viable kanamycin-resistant F 2 seedlings (emb88 heterozygotes) lacked the Ler allele of this marker. Such nga158
Ws /nga158 Ws , emb88/EMB88 seedlings could not have been obtained in this F 2 population unless a copy of the nga158 marker was present in a location unlinked to the lethal emb88 mutation. Thus, these emb88 heterozygotes were homozygous for the Ws-2 allele of nga158 at its native location on chromosome V. Taken together, these results can be best explained by a model in which the T-DNA, along with a duplicated fragment of chromosome V, has inserted into the emb88 locus on chromosome I, causing an embryo-lethal mutation in a yet unidentified gene. It is difficult to conceive of a straightforward alternative model that can account for our sequence, hybridization, and genetic results. This model is illustrated in Figure 5 .
Analysis of a Putative T-DNA Knockout Allele of the Light-Regulated Receptor Protein Kinase (LRRPK) Gene
LRRPK was originally identified as a lightregulated mRNA based on decreases in abundance after light pulses (Deeken and Kaldenhoff, 1997). Sequence analysis revealed LRRPK encoded a protein with a putative signal peptide, a predicted transmembrane domain, and an intracellular kinase domain, indicating LRRPK is a member of the large receptor-like kinase gene family in Arabidopsis. The predicted protein sequence also contained extracellular LRRs, which are a common feature of plant receptor-like kinases (Becraft, 1998) . The LRRPK gene had been mapped using a recombinant inbred approach (http://www.Arabidopsis.org/cgi-bin/maps/ RIintromap) to position 79.4 on chromosome IV, and this location has been confirmed by the genome sequencing project (http://www.Arabidopsis.org/cgibin/maps/Seqtable.pl?chr ϭ 4).
Using a PCR-based reverse genetics approach to identify insertions in specific genes by screening large populations of T-DNA-mutagenized lines (Krysan et al., 1996) , we identified a strain of plants with a T-DNA insertion in LRRPK. This line is now referred to as LRRPK-translocated knockout (TKO). The PCR product containing the LRRPK/T-DNA junction fragment from this line consisted of 102 bp of T-DNA LB sequence and 1,020 bases of flanking plant genomic DNA (see Fig. 3A ). The T-DNA insertion was located 134 bp upstream of the start codon in the 5Ј-untranslated region (UTR) of LRRPK, and would be predicted to result in a complete loss-offunction (null) allele (see Fig. 3B ). Sequence alignment of the entire 1,020 bp of genomic flanking DNA with the WT LRRPK sequence in the database revealed no differences, despite their origin from different Arabidopsis ecotypes (C24 for the LRRPK sequence, Deeken and Kaldenhoff, 1997; Ws-2 for the PCR insertion, data not shown). The complete identity over the entire length of the non-coding sequence and adjacent extragenic region confirmed that the insertion is located within the LRRPK gene because potential LRRPK homologs would not be expected to be identical in promoter and 5Ј-UTR sequences. BLAST analysis confirmed the sequence similarity to the LRRPK annotation and in addition identified a match to the BACs F6G3 and F27B13. These BACs are located in the middle of chromosome IV in a position corresponding to the previously determined location of LRRPK (http://www.Arabidopsis.org/cgi-bin/maps/ Seqtable.pl?chr ϭ 4; http://www.Arabidopsis.org/cgibin/maps/Riintromap). Together, these data established that the line obtained in reverse genetic screens contained a T-DNA-disrupted allele of LRRPK.
The LRRPK-TKO strain then was characterized by determining the number of independent T-DNA insertions, and by looking for phenotypes associated with the insertion. To determine the number of T-DNA inserts, LRRPK-TKO plants were backcrossed to Ws-2 WT. F 1 heterozygotes containing the LRRPK/ T-DNA junction were identified by PCR, selfed, and resulting F 2 progeny were germinated on kanamycin. A ratio of 223:67 kanamycin-resistant:-sensitive plants was observed, consistent with the 3:1 ratio expected for a single T-DNA insert. It is important that all kanamycin-resistant F 2 plants contained the LRRPK/T-DNA junction when tested with PCR (24 of 24 plants), and kanamycin-sensitive plants did not contain the junction (12 of 12 plants). These results indicated that the T-DNA in LRRPK-TKO plants segregates as a single functional insert that cosegregates with the T-DNA/LRRPK junction fragment identified by PCR. We then scored the progeny of a selfed LRRPK-TKO parental plant for kanamycin resistance. All progeny (28 of 28) were kanamycin resistant, indicating that the line was homozygous for the T-DNA insertion. There was no obvious phenotype in the homozygous LRRPK-TKO strain, or among any of the F 2 plants from the backcross.
To further characterize the LRRPK-TKO strain, we mapped the site of the T-DNA insertion. LRRPK-TKO was crossed to WT of the Columbia ecotype, and the segregation of SSLP and cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) markers in F 2 progeny was determined. F 2 plants lacking the T-DNA were predicted to be predominantly homozygous for the Columbia allele of markers linked to the site of T-DNA insertion. F 2 plants that lacked the LRRPK/T-DNA junction fragment were identified by PCR, and the segregation of markers dimorphic between Ws-2 and Columbia was analyzed. The results are summarized in Table II . Surprisingly, the T-DNA insertion was tightly linked to two markers on chromosome V, and was unlinked to the chromosome IV markers near the previously determined location of the LRRPK gene (Table II) . As a control, the segregation ratios for markers 20 to 30 cM from the map position of LRRPK on chromosome IV and from the insertion site on chromosme V were determined. These results demonstrated that segregation for other chromosome IV and V markers is normal in the LRRPK-TKO line (Table II) . Thus, sequences flanking the T-DNA in LRRPK-TKO represented a fragment of the LRRPK gene that had translocated to chromosome V. Translocated sequences were restricted to the T-DNA LB because, in results similar to those observed for emb88 in Figure 2A , Southern blots indicated that LRRPK sequences were not present adjacent to the T-DNA RB (data not shown). Furthermore, we were consistently unable to PCR amplify an RB-flanking fragment using an RB-specific primer and genespecific primers from the 3Ј region of LRRPK predicted to flank the T-DNA RB. Taken together, our results suggest that LRRPK-TKO contains a single functional T-DNA insertion in chromosome V, which is flanked on the LB by a translocated fragment of the LRRPK gene from chromosome IV. This scenario is similar to that determined for emb88, and is illustrated in Figure 5 .
We further characterized LRRPK-TKO to determine if the WT gene coexisted with the translocated mutant allele in this putative knockout line. Based on the sequence and mapping results presented above, two types of events might have led to the genomic rearrangements in the LRRPK-TKO line. The first was a unilateral translocation, in which sequence from chromosome IV inserted with the T-DNA into chromosome V, leaving a corresponding deletion at the LRRPK locus in chromosome IV. The second possibility was that the translocated portion of the LRRPK gene was duplicated as well as translocated, such that an intact copy of LRRPK remains in chromosome IV. This second model predicts that plants homozygous for the LRRPK/T-DNA junction would also contain the WT gene. We tested this prediction by using LRRPK forward and reverse gene-specific primers to detect WT LRRPK in DNA from LRRPK-TKO homozygotes. As shown in Figure 4 , the WT gene was present in a representative LRRPK-TKO homozygote. Identical results were obtained with all other homozygotes tested among the F 2 (n ϭ 28). In a similar manner, when a homozygous LRRPK-TKO parental was backcrossed to WT, no homozygotes lacking the WT gene could be identified (n ϭ 50). Thus, despite the identification of a prospective T-DNA knockout allele, it appears that the translocated LRRPK sequences flanking the T-DNA have been duplicated, such that the WT gene is still present at its original location in the prospective knockout line.
DISCUSSION
We have described T-DNA-associated interchromosomal rearrangements identified in the course of both forward and reverse genetic investigations in Arabidopsis. In both cases, molecular mapping, along with analysis of the mutated gene flanking the T-DNA, revealed that flanking DNA had originated from a locus unrelated to the site of T-DNA insertion. WT copies of these translocated flanking DNA sequences also remained intact at their native locations.
The rearrangements characterized in emb88 and LRRPK-TKO have additional features in common. In b Genotypes were determined by PCR analysis of markers as described in "Materials and Methods." c Predictions are based on map distances between markers and the LRRPK gene on chromosome IV.
d Chromosome V markers are predicted to assort independently of the T-DNA insertion; 50% of observed alleles would originate from Co if the T-DNA were inserted at the LRRPK locus. both cases, translocated sequences are adjacent to the T-DNA LB, and there is no evidence that related translocated sequences are also present on the RB. Although we did not directly characterize RB flanking sequences from either of these lines, Southernblot analysis of emb88 clearly indicated that the 5Ј portion of the disrupted LRR gene predicted to be on the T-DNA right flank was not adjacent to the T-DNA insertion (Fig. 2B) . Similar results were obtained with LRRPK-TKO, in which the LRRPK 3Ј region, which was predicted to flank the RB, was found to be undisrupted by the T-DNA insert. Thus, at the level of resolution detection provided by hybridization, translocated sequences appear to be restricted to the T-DNA LB. We cannot rule out that tiny, undetectable fragments of translocated sequence may be present on the T-DNA RB in our mutants. Rescue of RB-flanking DNA and detailed sequence characterization would be required to determine RB flanking structure at this resolution.
Another common feature of emb88 and LRRPK-TKO is that translocated sequences adjacent to the T-DNA appear to have been duplicated. We demonstrated this directly with LRRPK-TKO: all plants homozygous for the T-DNA-disrupted form of LRRPK also contained the intact, WT allele. Similar direct demonstration could not be carried out with emb88 because T-DNA homozygotes are early embryo lethals and cannot be analyzed at the molecular level. However, it is likely that the large translocated region from chromosome V also remains intact at its native location in this mutant line because emb88 does not segregate for any defects other than emb88 itself, which is in chromosome I. A chromosome V-linked phenotype (most likely recessive lethality) would be expected to segregate in this line if Ͼ40 kbp of this chromosome had been lost from its original location upon translocation. Also, such a large deletion would likely result in distorted segregation patterns in the emb88 line. We cannot rule out that, for both emb88 and LRRPK-TKO, deletions corresponding to the translocated sequences could have been present in the initially transformed cells; chromosomes containing these large deletions could have segregated away in subsequent generations prior to our analyses. Because T-DNA mutagenized populations had been propagated for several generations prior to this study, this possibility cannot be experimentally addressed. From a practical perspective, the significant point is that major, stably inherited unilateral translocations are present in publicly available T-DNA mutant populations.
The duplication/translocations we report are clearly a consequence of T-DNA transformation, and are not the result of T-DNA insertion adjacent to preexisting evolutionary duplications. Genomic Southern blots suggested that LB-flanking sequences were present in single copy in WT (e.g. see Fig. 2A ). Furthermore, sequences of our flanking DNAs allowed unambiguous identification of their chromosomal origins: We observed Ͼ99.9% sequence identity between our flanking regions and unique Arabidopsis sequences in GenBank. It is important that most of this sequence was from extragenic DNA, which would be predicted to diverge rapidly, even if it represented a relatively "recent" duplication specific to the Ws-2 ecotype. The best characterized ecotype-specific evolutionary duplication in Arabidopsis, the Ws PAI 4 gene, exhibits a level of divergence an order of magnitude higher than we observed in our LB-flanking regions (Bender and Fink, 1995) , even within the gene. Our mapping results provide the most direct evidence that the duplications we identified were T-DNA induced: the nga158 SSLP marker was duplicated in emb88. Nga158 is an established SSLP marker that segregates as a single locus in crosses between Ws and other ecotypes (Bell and Ecker, 1994; N. Forsthoefel and D.M. Vernon, unpublished data) . Thus, the presence of this marker near the site of T-DNA insertion in chromosome I was not due to preexisting evolutionary duplication in Ws, but rather to the T-DNA mutagenesis itself.
The model we present in Figure 5 is a general model that illustrates the translocations we have identified in emb88 and LRRPK-TKO, and underscores the common features of the T-DNA insertions in these two lines. The exact sizes of the translocated regions in these mutants are not known and would be difficult to determine. For emb88, this region must be Ն40 kbp, because a copy of the Ws-2 nga158 marker is linked to the T-DNA insert. It is known from published chromosome V sequence that this marker resides approximately 40 kbp downstream of the LRR gene adjacent to the T-DNA LB (Sato et al., 1997; see Fig. 1A ). The size of the rearrangement in LRRPK-TKO is less well defined, but direct sequencing of the LB-flanking region indicated that it exceeds 1,020 bp (see "Results"). Estimates of translocation size in these lines could perhaps be refined to some degree by more exhaustive mapping, were more tightly linked markers available, but such an effort would still not provide information at the nucleotide level, and thus would not likely alter the fundamental features of our proposed model.
Novel Features of the emb88 and LRRPK-TKO Rearrangements
A wide range of chromosomal defects have been observed in populations of Arabidopsis subjected to T-DNA mutagenesis. Genetic defects characterized from such populations range from small additions and deletions of a few bases (Negruk et al., 1996; Noguchi et al., 1999 ) to modest rearrangements and major chromosomal translocations (Gheysen et al., 1991; Castle et al., 1993) . In two well-characterized cases, large chromosomal translocations have been found in conjunction with multiple T-DNA inserts (Nacry et al., 1998; Laufs et al., 1999) . In both of these cases (an inversion and a reciprocal translocation/ inversion), rearrangements apparently occurred during integration, due to interaction between T-DNAs that ultimately inserted at separate loci. The rearrangements we describe here differ in several respects from these previously characterized major rearrangements. First, the rearrangements in emb88 and LRRPK-TKO are associated with a single functional T-DNA insert rather than with multiple T-DNAs inserted at different loci. Second, the emb88 and LRRPK-TKO rearrangements appear to involve unilateral transfer of sequence from one chromosome to another, rather than reciprocal translocation. Third, the translocations in our lines appear to be internal, T-DNA-associated insertions, rather than terminal exchanges originating at chromosomal breakpoints, or intrachromosomal inversions. And finally, as discussed above, the translocations we characterized appear to have been accompanied by duplication, such that WT copies of the rearranged genes remain intact at their native loci.
Potential Mechanisms for Observed Rearrangements
The origins of the T-DNA associated rearrangements in emb88 and LRRPK-TKO are not clear. One unlikely possibility is that they arose from recombination between unlinked T-DNAs, as has previously been suggested for some rearrangements in lines containing multiple T-DNA inserts (Nacry et al., 1998; Laufs et al., 1999) . We cannot entirely rule out this scenario because additional T-DNAs, if they were unlinked to the inserts we analyzed, could have segregated out of our lines immediately following mutagenesis. However, even if they had existed, it is not clear how such additional inserts could have contributed to the unilateral translocations we observed in our lines.
A more likely explanation for our rearrangements is that they resulted from a single T-DNA that underwent aborted insertion at one site, accompanied by successful integration at another, incorporating LB-flanking plant DNA from the initial failed insertion. T-DNA insertion apparently aborts frequently during transformation: Minor additions, deletions, and substitutions unaccompanied by T-DNA inserts are common in T-DNA-mutagenized populations, and are thought to be a consequence of failed integration and perhaps subsequent repair (Castle et al., 1993; Negruk et al., 1996; Tinland, 1996; Nacry et al., 1998) . One proposed model of T-DNA integration suggests that, at least in some integration events, the LB inserts at a target site before the RB (Tinland, 1996; Laufs et al., 1999) . Interruption of such "LB first" integration could explain one aspect of the rearrangements found in the emb88 and LRRPK-TKO lines: the association of translocated DNA with only the T-DNA LB. If T-DNA integration was aborted following LB insertion but prior to RB insertion, and the T-DNA subsequently re-inserted with flanking DNA into a different site, any flanking sequences that were translocated would be expected to be found only on the LB. This is what we observed. It should be noted, however, that the LB first model is not universally accepted (De Buck et al., 1999) . And even within the context of this model, it is not clear why LB integration aborted in the first place, or how adjacent DNA could have been translocated. Studying T-DNA integration through the structure of insertions after the fact has always posed a problem, and it would be difficult to deduce the mechanisms by which rearrangements arose in emb88 and LRRPK-TKO, even with the most detailed analysis of insertion structure. Nevertheless, it is tempting to speculate about how the duplication/translocations we observed arose. We suggest two possible scenarios. One possibility is that the LBs and RBs of a single T-DNA inserted simultaneously into nicked sites in separate chromosomes, resulting in a transient "T-DNA bridge" between two distinct chromosomes. Resolution of this aberrant structure could have resulted in the transfer of the T-DNA to the site of RB insertion, with concomitant transfer of portions of the LB-associated chromosome attached to the transferred LB. The chromosome of initial LB insertion then could have been restored through cellular DNA repair mechanisms, thus resulting in duplication of translocated sequences and maintenance of WT alleles at their original location. The second possibility is that ongoing DNA repair in the first target chromosome interfered with integration and somehow resulted in duplication of LB-flanking sequences, which were then somehow transferred with the T-DNA to a second, unlinked, target site. Chromosomal regions undergoing DNA repair are thought to be hotspots for T-DNA insertion (Tinland, 1996; De Buck et al., 1999) . Double-strand repair processes may play an important role in normal T-DNA insertion (Salomon and Puchta, 1998; De Buck et al., 1999) . Thus, DNA repair processes may have been active in T-DNA-associated regions in our lines; had these processes gone awry they could have interfered with initial integration and contributed to the rearrangements we observed. Finally, we cannot rule out that each individual rearrangement might have arisen through a different mechanism. Perhaps due to the complexity of the T-DNA integration, there is a certain potential for sloppiness inherent in the process. Given the wide diversity of chromosomal defects associated with T-DNA transformation (ranging from single-base mutations to large chromosomal translocations), it seems that the T-DNA transformation process can go awry in any number of ways (Castle et al., 1993; Negruk et al., 1996; Nacry et al., 1998; Laufs et al., 1999) . In the absence of a universally accepted model even for normal T-DNA integration, the cause(s) of aberrant T-DNA-associated rearrangements will remain unclear.
Implications for Genomics
Regardless of the exact mechanism of the translocations in emb88 and LRRPK-TKO, the results presented here demonstrate that significant chromosomal rearrangements may be present in T-DNAtransformed lines containing single inserts with straightforward genetics. The emb88 and LRRPK-TKO rearrangements are not likely to be isolated flukes: Similar rearrangements were present in both these lines, which represent two of eight T-DNA insertion lines characterized in detail by our laboratories thus far. Rearrangements such as those we describe can only be detected through detailed characterizationeither by sequencing of flanking DNA from both T-DNA borders, or by the combination of sequencing and T-DNA mapping we employed. Therefore, these sorts of rearrangements have likely been overlooked in prior estimates of translocations in T-DNAmutagenized populations. Taken together, these findings suggest that duplication/translocations may be somewhat more common than has been assumed in populations of T-DNA-transformed Arabidopsis.
Our findings have implications for two types of genomic research currently being employed with Arabidopsis: (a) reverse genetic analysis of T-DNA knockout lines, which relies on detection of T-DNAdisrupted alleles by PCR; and (b) the generation of databases containing genomic sequence tags associated with specific phenotype classes. For reverse genetic analysis, two scenarios can be envisioned by which duplication/rearrangements could interfere with characterization of T-DNA knockout lines. In one scenario, resembling what occurred in LRRPK-TKO, duplications might prevent the expression of a phenotype that would otherwise result from a T-DNA insertion in a gene of interest. Under such a scenario, a line containing a disrupted allele of a gene of interest would be identified by PCR, but, because the T-DNA-flanking sequence had been duplicated, an intact WT allele would also be present and no information on gene function could be deduced. A second way that duplication/rearrangements could interfere with reverse genetic analysis is by causing defective phenotypes: A T-DNA and adjacent flanking sequences containing the gene of interest could be inserted into a second locus, causing an insertion mutation. In this case, PCR screening for a knockout allele would identify a line containing the disrupted gene of interest, but the observed phenotype would not actually be due to the mutation in the gene of interest. This scenario is analogous to what was found during forward genetic analysis of emb88: A gene adjacent to the T-DNA was actually on a translocated genomic fragment that was not related to the mutant phenotype.
In a similar manner, duplication/translocations can complicate the interpretation of databases containing genomic sequence tags associated with specific phenotypes. Such databases can presumably provide a resource for forward genetic analyses of a given phenotype, and provide a broad, "genomewide" view of the types of genes involved in a biological process. However, our results suggest that a significant percentage of the sequence tags in such collections may not represent true knockouts, but rather may actually represent rearranged sequences unrelated to the phenotype of interest. Thus, information on gene function based solely on such sequence tags from a single T-DNA border should be viewed with caution; it is essential to obtain sequence information from both sides of a T-DNA insert before inferring a biological role for a tagged sequence in such databases.
The general phenomenon of rearrangements in T-DNA-mutagenized Arabidopsis populations has been acknowledged before. Krysan et al. (1999) termed such events "knockworsts" and suggested some measures by which they could be identified. Their suggestions included first identifying mutant lines with phenotypes, then obtaining genomic flanking sequence information from both T-DNA borders, identifying more than one mutant allele of a gene of interest, and/or carrying out molecular complementation of the mutant phenotype. The results we present here indicate that rearrangements in T-DNA lines may be more common, and often harder to identify, than previously imagined. They also underscore the need for cautious interpretation and thorough genetic analysis of insertion lines, including prospective knockout lines that do not exhibit phenotypes. We show that a lack of phenotype hypothetically can be due to duplication of the locus of interest. Furthermore, it is likely that many singleknockout mutants will not display obvious phenotypes, due to genetic redundancy. Determination of gene function in Arabidopsis will therefore require double-and multiple-mutant analyses; obtaining KO lines with true insertions-phenotypes or not-is an essential first step for this.
We offer the following suggestions to detect translocations and ensure that putative T-DNA insertion lines merit further study. These methods are rapid and simple, and offer an alternative to obtaining flanking sequence from both T-DNA borders (which is not always a routine endeavor). In addition to the standard determination of T-DNA insert number and segregation, genetic characterization of putative knockout mutants should also include: (a) mapping of the T-DNA insert to confirm linkage to the known map position of the gene of interest, and (b) PCR analysis of T-DNA homozygotes with gene-specific primers flanking the gene of interest, to determine whether intact, WT copies of the gene are present in putative homozygous mutants. It is especially important that putative knockout lines that do not display any phenotype be characterized by these methods, to ensure that the lack of phenotype is not simply due to T-DNA-induced sequence duplication.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Material
Plants used for genetic crosses, DNA isolation, or seed collection were seeded in soil, chilled at 4°C for 2 to 3 d, and grown to maturity at 22°C under 16-h-light/8-h-dark cycles in a controlled climate growth chamber. To identify seedlings containing T-DNA, seeds were sterilized and germinated in culture in Petri dishes containing 50 g mL Ϫ1 kanamycin as previously described (Errampalli et al., 1991) . Seedlings germinated in culture that were chosen for further use in genetic crosses, SSLP mapping, or seed collection were transplanted to soil after 7 to 10 d in culture and grown to maturity under the conditions described above.
Genetic Analysis and T-DNA Linkage
For emb88, T-DNA copy number, insert structure, and cosegregation with the mutant phenotype have been published previously (Errampalli et al., 1991; Castle et al., 1993) . In addition, emb88 has been genetically mapped to approximately 42 cM on chromosome I (Franzmann et al., 1995;  data can be viewed at http://mutant.lse.okstate.edu/).
For LRRPK, T-DNA insert number was determined by crossing the LRRPK-TKO strain to plants of the Ws-2 ecotype. Seeds from the F 2 of this cross were tested for kanamycin resistance as previously described (Errampalli et al., 1991) . Linkage of the insert to the kanamycin resistance gene was demonstrated by isolating DNA (Krysan et al., 1996) from 24 individual kanamycin resistant plants from the F 2 of this cross, and demonstrating that each of these contained the T-DNA insert in the LRRPK gene by PCR.
Isolation and Characterization of T-DNAFlanking Regions
For molecular characterization of emb88, genomic sequences flanking the T-DNA LB were isolated by plasmid rescue (Castle et al., 1993) . A 1.6-kbp EcoRI fragment containing the extreme T-DNA LB and adjacent genomic DNA was subcloned into Bluescript KS ϩ (Strategene, La Jolla, CA) for sequencing and probe synthesis. Corresponding WT clones containing this LB-flanking sequence were obtained by screening a gem11 WT genomic library (Castle and Meinke, 1994 ) using random-primed digoxygenin (DIG)-labeled probes (Roche Biochemicals, Indianapolis) derived from gel-purified LB EcoRI fragment. Three independent overlapping WT clones were obtained; each contained an identical 2.3-kbp EcoRI fragment that included the LB-flanking genomic sequence. This WT EcoRI fragment was subcloned into Bluescript KS ϩ for sequence characterization and probe synthesis. Sequencing of LB flanking DNA and WT clones was carried out by the Washington State University sequencing facility (Pullman), the Arizona Research Laboratory (University of Arizona, Tucson), and the Oklahoma State University DNA Core facility (Stillwater). Genomic sequence was analyzed and native chromosomal location was determined by BLAST searches against the GenBank sequence database (Altschul et al., 1997) . Linkage of cloned genomic fragments to chromosome V was further confirmed by hybridization of the cloned flanking DNA fragment to a BAC filter provided by the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (Ohio State University, Columbus).
